
Unmanned Cafe Machine



1990 ~ 1999 2000 ~ 2009

2010 ~ 2019 2020 ~

Developed full automatic table top coffee vending 

machine "TEATIME" in the first in Korea.

Cooperator selection with SAMSUNG, Beginning 

supply of OEM model.

Acquisition of "Patent of invention (No. 088171)".

Designated as "Bright prospect advanced 

technology firms".

1991

1994

1995

1997

Developed Espresso Coffee Machine using by 

PAPER FILTER in the first time in Korea.

Designated as "Bright advanced technologies firms" 

from Administration of the Korean government.

Exported contract to Europe.

Acquisition of CB/CE certification.

Establishment of DONGGU ELECTRONICS CO., 

LTD technologies laboratory.

2001

2002

2003

2008

2009

Acquisition of ETL USA Electronic Safety 

certification.

Awarded the "3 Million Dollars Export Prize".

Launched "MASTER Series".

Acquisition of ISO 9001 Certification.

2012

2013

2016

2019

Awarded the "Company of Innovation Technology" 

by INNO BIZ.

Launched "Café Specialty A1" and started 

franchise brand TEATIME CAFÉ in Korea.

The record of surpassing the 1,000 unmanned 

stores.

2020

2021

2022

Korea ranked first in consumer satisfaction

"For 3 consecutive years"
The Highlights of

30
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1989, the beginning of DONGGU Electronics Co., Ltd History

30 years, development from the instant coffee machine to unmanned café machine

50 countries, exporting coffee machines to the world

90%, portion of the market share in Korea

1,000 stores, the number of Café Specialty A1 stores operated by DONGGU Electronics

1989
World class Global Company

From the matchless technology of INSTANT 

coffee machine to high quality expresso machine &

Café SPECIALTY A1 is the machine produced by 

30 years technology of DONGGU Electronics.

KOREA
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 Café SPECIALTY A1

Unmanned Café Machine

✓

✓

✓

Create New Market
With Café SPECIALTY A1, you can create new concept of markets 

in various spaces such as Unmanned Café, Franchises & SHOP IN SHOP.

 

Make Your Own Brand
Making your brand, it’s no longer difficult.
Experience how easy and convenient with Café SPECIALTY A1

 

Grow Your Business
Operate 24/7, 365days to maximize your revenue.

Viral marketing can help you boost your revenue.

Café SPECIALTY A1 makes all possible!

Create
Make
Grow
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The explosive growth

of Café SPECIALTY A1
in Korea

Over 1,000 Café SPECIALTY A1 have been installed throughout 

Korea from Unmanned Café to SHOP IN SHOP.

Wherever with Café SPECIALTY A1, You are already making money.

 Café SPECIALTY A1

Wherever with Café SPECIALTY A1,
it is a great opportunity for a successful business.

(A survey of 1,000 store owners at Korea in 2022)

Daily
Selling cups

Why Choosing

Café SPECIALTY A1 ?

30% 40%
100 cups

80 cups

50 cups

130 cups

150 cups

200 cups

25%
19%

16% 18%

15% 11%

11% 9%

3% 3%

High profit

Coffee taste

Easy 
management

(No labor cost)

Iced beverage

Various menus

Trustworthy company

   Franchise Store

   SHOP IN SHOP

   Franchise Store

   Unmanned Café

   SHOP IN SHOP

   Unmanned Café
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Double Bean Hopper
It is a specialized cafe machine specification that can 
use two types of coffee beans, extracting Americano 
/ Variation coffee menus perfectly and a double bean 
hopper can load up to 4.8kg. (2.4kg *2ea)

6 Powder Canister Inside
It is possible to sell 36 different types of menus using 
Ade powder for cafes used in coffee shops and it 
minimizes the hassle of replenishing ingredients by 
installing 6 large capacity canisters. (1.5kg *6ea)

23.6" Super Large FHD LCD Touch Screen
The high resolution FHD 23.6-inch LCD touch screen and intuitive 
UI make it easy and convenient for customers to order drinks and 
it provide s information such as resetting raw materials, sales, and 
out of stock out of stock through administrator mode for greater 
conventhrough administrator mode for greater conveniienceence.

Daily 150kg ICE Production
Available to make all drinks in a cool way in full day.

22 Sec. The Fastest Extraction Speed
When extracting coffee, it dramatically reduces the extraction 
time with the simultaneous operation system function, 
providing fast coffee service, which reduces waiting time and 
increases sales balance and sales due to low loss.

Spindle Auto Brewer Mechanism

Automatic adjustment and extraction of up to 20g

depending on the amount of coffee beans, producing

rich crema and extracting espresso with optimal

flavor and aroma through the double fine filter

High-tech Steel Grinder

The high strength grinder enhances the durability

of the knife and adjusts the level of grinding

to enhance the unique taste

of the beans

Evolving into the
professional espresso machine

Café SPECIALTY A1, Feel the differences

Café SPECIALTY A1 is not common coffee machine that you see everywhere. Café 

SPECIALTY A1 is used only high-end components such as Procon Pump, Brewer, 

Double Grinder that are applied to the best European HIGH-END coffee machine

 Café SPECIALTY A1

Powerful but Quiet Procon Pump

Low-noise design minimizes operating noise and supplies

high-pressure hot water to maintain consistent and stable extraction

pressure (9 bar) for a fast extraction rate of 22s (based on espresso)

a cup of coffee as well as stable continuous sales8 9



Imagination Becomes Reality with Café SPECIALTY A1
Convenience is Key for Customers Satisfaction 

36 delicious & popular
HOT & ICED beverages are on sale 24/7/365

QR CODE Pay

All In One Café System
A dedicated machine with complete electronics payment 
and machine operation management system by integrating 
coffee machines, ice makers, and cup dispensers into one.

Ontact Service
Operators can manage the store’s sales status by 
mobile.

Pay up to 5 cups at a time
Up to 5 drinks can be selected at once to pay in batches, 
increasing customer convenience and turnover.

Hygienic Automatic Cleaning Management
Automatic washing function, automatic water supply 
function, and automatic discharge of coffee sludge allows 
hygienic management for 24 hours.

Multiple Cashless Payment Options
It supports various payment systems such as credit card, 
NFC, QR code and Barcode.

Ice americano

Peach ice tea

Espresso

Ice soft americano

Mango ade

Americano

Ice cafe latte

Lemon ade

Cafe latte

Ice chocolate latte

Grafe ade

Cafe mocha

Ice strawberry latte

Grafefruit ade

Hot chocolate

Ice banana latte

Blueberry ade

Lemon tea
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From now on, just a one touch

becoming a Professional Barista.

We promise the taste of coffee all the time.

Professional Barista 
Espresso Machine

22 seconds, extremely fast coffee extraction

Extracting hot water & Espresso at the same time reduces the extracting speed of Coffee

2.4kg Large double bean hopper & double Grinder system

The double bean hopper & Grinder system provide a variety of Coffee menus

Easy cleaning and Quick management

No need for the detergent to clean the brewer, just easily detach the brewer and wash it with running water

13.3 inch FHD LCD touch screen

The high resolution LCD touch display provides a clear view to focus on the screen

Powerful PROCON PUMP System

Minimizing noise and maintaining the same pressure with the high quality pump system

18 Various menus

18 different menus, enough to run for your own cafe

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

-

Complic
ate

d & Slow speed

NO!

High labor c
ost 
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NO!
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Lovely HOME Café
Espresso Machine!

Original Espresso!
High Technique !

XO7 / XO9H-100

Premium household
Espresso coffee machine

Awake in every morning with a fresh feeling. 

The same quality of full bodies and rich 

aromatic Espresso served at renowned Coffee 

Café comes to your home just at ONE touch

H-100

Fully Automatic Espresso machine

High performance brewer produced by link type

Easy to clean and management

2L detachable water tank to supply water easily

4.5 inch wide LCD display with vivid back-lighting

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Powerful forming and steaming function

Descale function to improve machine durability

High durable Ceramic knife

Flash heating system with high performance Heater block

✓

✓

✓

✓

Premium OCS Espresso machine

Enjoy an authentic Italian Espresso with real 

crema and rich aroma at any time & any place

with these compact designed XO7 and XO9

XO7 / XO9

BLACK RED WINE

Suction STEAM system for the best Cappuccino 

and Café Latte

Totally 6 menus plus Hot water function

Built-in 1.7L detachable water tank to supply 

water easily

To enjoy ICED Coffee, room temperature water 

is provided

Premium-quality Heater block for high-pressure 

steam and temperature

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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HEADQUARTER   6, Dunchon-daero 497, Jungwon-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea

WEBSITE   http://specialtyA1.com    INSTAGRAM   instagram.com/cafe_specialty_a1 

Beyond your thoughts


